The Secretariat of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation presents its compliments to the Ministries of Foreign/External Affairs of the Member States of SAARC, and with regard to the **operationalization of the Economic and Infrastructure Windows of the SAARC Development Fund (SDF)** has the honour to enclose a **SDF brochure**.

The Secretariat would like to request the esteemed Member States to take necessary measures for uploading the brochure in the following websites, at their earliest:

1. Ministry of Foreign/External Affairs;
2. Ministry of Finance/Treasury/Planning/Energy/Power/Electricity; and
3. Concerned Divisions/Departments;
4. SAARC Chamber and National Business Chambers/Federations.

The Member States may also kindly consider posting the same in the relevant visible and publicly accessible sites.

The Secretariat of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Ministries of Foreign/External Affairs of the Member States of SAARC, the assurances of its highest consideration.

Encl: As stated (3 pages)

 Ministries of Foreign/External Affairs
(SAARC Divisions)
Member States of SAARC

**Copy to:**
(1) SDF Board Members, SAARC Member States;
(2) SDF Secretariat, Thimphu, Bhutan;
(3) SAARC Regional Centres, for posting the same in their webpage;
(4) Computer Programmer/Assistant Computer Programmer/IPA Division, SAARC Secretariat, with request to upload the information in the website.